actually different, and we show in §7 that it is so (translation invariant classes being more general). This leads to a discussion of the localization and separation properties for an abstract pseudoconvex class which are weaker versions of (0.8).
PSEUDOCONVEX CLASSES OF FUNCTIONS. II. AFFINE PSEUDOCONVEX CLASSES ON R N

ZBIGNIEW SLODKOWSKI
A complete description of invariant pseudoconvex classes of functions on R N which are closed with respect to addition of affine functions is given. Each such class is shown to he equal to its own bidual, and approximation results, including piecewise-smooth approximation and a counterexample to smooth approximation, are obtained. The results of the paper have applications to multivariate interpolation of normed spaces and to approximation of analytic multifunctions, which are given elsewhere.
Introduction. In this paper, which is a sequel to [9] , we continue to explore pseudoconvex classes of functions, a notion developed to provide conceptual framework and technical background for the study of multivariate interpolation methods for families of normed and quasinormed spaces, which was undertaken in [10] .
Here, we restrict our attention to those pseudoconvex classes on R N which are preserved by addition of linear functions and by translations. They will be called, shortly, affine pseudoconvex classes; axioms (0.1)-(0.9), listed below, comprise their precise definition.
Since the most important examples of pseudoconvex classes are, in fact, affine, and in view of the clarify of the methods required to analyse the Euclidean case, it seems worthwhile to obtain detailed description of the structure of affine pseudoconvex classes on R N . This is the purpose of this paper.
In §2 the operation of supremum-convolution from [7] is used to approximate functions of a translation-invariant pseudoconvex class by functions of the same class which have almost everywhere secondorder derivatives in the Peano sense.
This makes it possible to assign to every affine pseudoconvex class a nonempty set consisting of those N x N symmetric matrices which correspond to the Hessian forms of functions of the given class. In §3 it is proved that the set so obtained is closed and preserved by addition of positive-definite matrices. It is shown that such sets of matrices are in one-to-one correspondence with affine pseudoconvex classes of functions on R N (cf. Theorem 3.11).
Much of the difficulty in dealing with those pseudoconvex classes which are not closed with respect to addition stems from the fact that approximation by smooth functions within such class is, in general, impossible. A counterexample to smooth approximation is constructed in §6. However, approximation by "piecewise smooth" functions can be obtained, namely by functions which are locally equal to the maximum of several quadratic polynomials which belong to the given class (Theorem 4.1).
Among essential tools used in § §3 and 4 are the notion of the dual class of functions (to a given one) and the theorem that an affine pseudoconvex class is equal to its own bidual (Theorem 3.9). The latter fact is a consequence of the solution to the Dirichlet problem in abstract pseudoconvex classes, which is obtained in §1 (Theorem 1.8).
In §5 the general results of this paper are illustrated by and applied to the classical examples of ^-convex, subharmonic, and #-plurisubharmonic functions. Furthermore, new pseudoconvex classes, which are invariant with respect to the group of complex linear maps, are found.
We will list now, for easy reference, axioms (0.1)-(0.9) which define an affine pseudoconvex class P on R N . (0.2) If V c U c R N and u e P(U) 9 then u\V e P{V).
(0.3) If (u n ) c P(U), n = 1,2,...,u n (x) \ u(x), x e U, then ueP{U). 9 and u is locally bounded on U, then its use regularization u* belongs to P(U).
(0.4) If (u t )teτ C P(U), u(x) = sup, u t (x)
(0.5) If u e P{U) and C is a constant, then (w + C) e P(U).
(0.6) If U C R N is relatively compact, then P(U) contains a bounded function.
(0.7) (Sheaf axiom) If u e usc(U) and U = \J t U t (U t open), then u e P(U), if and only if u\U t e P(U t ) 9 t e T. (0.8) If u e P(U) and l(x) is an affine function, then (u + l)e P(U).
(0.9) Ifue P(U) 9 yeR N and u y (x) = u{x-y) 9 then u y e P(U+y).
One can observe that the only difference between affine pseudoconvex classes and translation invariant pseudoconvex classes on R N is in axiom (0.8). It raises a natural question whether the two notions are (b) If /: dG -> R, then E(P 9 f) is understood as E(P 9 g) 9 where g\dG = / and g\G = +00; E(P, f) is called the Perron envelope of /. REMARK 1.2. In the situation of Definition 1.1 (a), if g: G -• R is continuous, then u = E(P, g) is an use function, such that u\G G P(G) and u < g on G. (Clearly, w*(z) < g(z), z e~G and u* G USC(G). By axiom (0.4), w*|G G P(G). Thus w = w*, as required.) LEMMA 1.3. In the situation of Definition 1.1 (a), if g: G -• i? in continuous function and if the function u(z) = 2s(P, g)(z) w continuous at every point ofdG, then u is continuous on G.
Proof By Remark 1.1, it remains to show that u(z) is lsc (= lower semicontinuous) at every point x* G G. Fix x* G G and ε > 0. Since w is continuous at all points of dG, one can find a compact L c G and a continuous function 9?: G -+ R, such that (1. 5) «
(x) < φ(x) < u(x) + e, x e^G\L;
(1.6) u{x) < φ(x) < g(x) + ε, XGG.
(Details omitted.) Without loss of generality, x* G Int(L). Choose further a compact K c G, such that L c Int(#). Applying axiom (1.2) above to the data x* 9 K, L, φ we obtain a neighborhood V of x* and functions w x G P(nbhdLu F) satisfying (1.3) and (1.4). Let now v x {y) = max(u x (y) -ε, w(j)) for y G Int(ϋΓ) and v x (y) = u(y) for ye G\L, where^ G V. By (1.3), (1.5), (1.6), the definition is consistent and v x G USC(G), and by axioms (0.5), (0.7), υ x \G G P{G). Furthermore, υ x (y) < g (y) , y e G, by (1.3), (1.5), (1.6). Thus, υ x < E(P, g) = u and, by (1.4), u(x) > v x (x) = u x (x) -ε > u(x*) -2ε, for x eV, which shows that u is lsc at x* eG. π DEFINITION 1.4. Let G c M and P be a pseudoconvex class of functions on M. We say that G is weakly P-regular if G is compact and for an arbitrary point x G dG, neighborhood U of x, and constants is,ε > 0, there is a function v G usc(G) Π P(G), such that w|G < 0, υ(x) > -ε, ^|G\C7 < -E, and lim-μ-.jci;^) = υ(x). COROLLARY 1.5. Let P be a pseudoconvex class of functions on M and G c M be weakly P-regular. Let g G C(G) and u = E(P, g).
Then, u\ΘG = g, ue C(G) and_ u\G e P(G) {where C(G) = the space of all continuous functions on G).
Proof. We prove first that u is continuous at each boundary point x G dG. Fix ε > 0 and x G dG. By the P-regularity of G and
, for y e~G, and lim^*υ x (y) = υ x (x). Choose a relative neighborhood V x of x in G, such that t^O 7 ) > g{y) -ε for y € F*. Clearly, w = E(P, g) > υ x on G, and so w(j;) > g{y) -δ on Γ x . Thus, \immΐ y -+ x u(y) > g(x) -ε, for every ε > 0. On the other hand, limsup y _ x u(y) < g(x), by Remark 1.2, and so ]im y -> x u(y) = #(x), x e dG and also w|#G = g\dG. Now, Lemma 1.3 is applicable, and so u e C(G). 
4). Let u e usc(G)nP(G). Then, there is a sequence of functions u n e C(G)
V\{x}\ that is uo(x) = u(x) and uo(y) < u(y) for y G V\{x). Choose a neighborhood B of x with B c V. Since g and u are continuous (cf. Corollary 1.5), there is ε > 0, such that uo(y) + ε < g(y), for y€5, and u o (y) + ε < u(y) for y e dB. LcVuχ{y) = max(w o (y) + e,u(y)) for y G B, and u\{y) = w(y) for >;_G G\5. By [9, Proposition 3.3] , u x G P(G) and, clearly, W! G usc(G) and U\ < g on G. Since w = E(P,g), we get that Wi < u on G, which contradicts the inequality u\(x) = UQ(X) + ε> u(x).
• THEOREM Proof Let U c M and u G F(U). By the sheaf property (0.7) of P, it suffices to show that whenever G is a (weakly) P-regular neighborhood, such that G c U 9 then u\G G P(G).
Fix such G and choose a sequence (g rt ) c C(G), such that &,(#) > u(x), x G G, and let u n = E(P,g n ). By Corollary 1.5, M Λ G C(G), u n \G e P(G) and u n \dG = g n . Fix « and consider U n = {x e G: u n (x) < g n (x)} Observe that U n is a relatively compact set and u n \dU n = g n (because u n \dG = g n ). Define the function v:
(by the assumptions), and so v\U n eF d + F. Thus, v\U n has the local maximum property on U n (cf. [9, Definition 1.11]). Furthermore, v G usc(U n ) (because -u n is continuous on U n and u is use on G) 9 and so ι (x) < maxv\dU n = max(w -w«)|9C/ w = max(w -gn)\dU n < 0 for x G_G, cf. [9, Corollary 4.4] . Thus, u < u n on U n . Since w Λ = g n on G\C/«, we conclude that u < u n < g n on G. On the other hand, u n (x) \ M(JC), XG(? (for ^«(x) \ w(x), g π (x) > M Λ (X) > u n +ι(x), xeG) and M Π |G ! G P(G), and so w|(? e P(G) by axiom (0.3). This proves that F c P.
If we let F = P 
2.
Regularization by supremum-convolution. In this section we adapt the method of [7, §2] to approximate functions of a given pseudoconvex class by functions of the same class with lower-bounded Hessian. In fact, the method works in the wider context of translation invariant generalized pseudoconvex classes on R N (and we will use this in §4). Recall that a generalized pseudoconvex class of functions P is defined by axioms (0.1)-(0.5) and (1.1), cf. 
) and sup g < +00, sup u < +00, we define supremum-convolution of u and g as
If u: U -• [-00,+00), U c R N 9 then u * α g is understood as w * α g, where ΰ\U = u and w|(i? iV \ί7) = 0. This definition, which is a modification of [7, Definition 2.4] is very close to the definition of infimum-convolution of Moreau [6] . [7, §2] . PROPOSITION 
For every L>0
R L : B +o° -+ C[{R N ). Furthermore, (a) (R L u)(x) > (R L ι 9 ύ)(x) > u(x), ifO<L<L ι ,xe R N ; (b) (R L u){x) > (R L v)(x), ifu >v on R N ; (c) lim L^+oo (i? L w)(x*) = u(x*), for every point x* G R N at which u is use.(2.2) (R L u)\U δ G P(U δ ), where U δ = {x G U: dist(x,dU) > δ},)%L { , such that (i) u n (x) \u(x), xeK, (ii) u n eP(nbhdK)nCl {n) , L(n)>0, n = 1,2,...
Proof (Sketch).
If u e L°°(U), then we can simply take δ = dist(K,dU) and let u n = R n ϋ, for n> L o = 4J-2 ||w|| oo . By Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, conditions (i) and (ii) are clearly fulfilled.
In the general case, fixK c U and assume without loss of generality (shrinking U if necessary) that U is relatively compact and sup u\U < +oc. By axiom (0.6), there is a bounded function g e P(U). Let v n (x) = max(u(x),g(x) -n), x e U, and 0 otherwise. Clearly, v n e P(U) Γ)L°°(U) and v n (x) \ W(JC), x e U. The approximations u n will be of the form Once again, the notion of the dual order cone is best studied in the abstract setting of ordered vector spaces, see Definition A.2 (iii) and the following propositions. 9 where A G Y. It is obvious that Fy satisfies the assumptions of the last lemma and that the class of matrices associated to F Y is Y. Thus, if F is a class of functions satisfying conditions of Lemma 3.6, with associated class of matrices equal to Y 9 then the dual classes to F and F Y are equal. By the assumptions of Lemma 3.6, there exist a sequence such that f n {x) \ /(x), JC G K. Then Hess(/ Λ + g)(jc) eY+Y D , for a.a. x in a neighborhood of K. Thus, Hess(/ W + g)(x) has at least one non-negative eigenvalue for a.a. x near K (cf. Definition 3.4) and since (f n + g) e Q^l oc , we conclude by Theorem B.
Assertion 2. Let ue P(U) and x* e C/. Assume that u has a secondorder (Peano) differential at x*. Then (Hessw)(x*) G Γ^.
Denote Proof. By Theorem 1.8, it suffices to show that R N has a basis consisting of P-regular neighborhoods. By Corollary 2.5, there is a
We can assume without loss of generality that UQ has a second-order Peano differential at x = 0. By the definition of the C| class, the function u o (x) + jL\x\ 2 is convex. Then the function
is strictly convex and^(
Denote V e = {x: v(x) < 0}. Clearly, for 0 < ε < βo, with ε 0 small enough, V ε are convex and form a basis of neighborhoods of 0. It suffices to show that V ε are P-regular (cf. Definition 1.4). Consider a point x edV ε . Since v is a strictly convex function, V e is a strictly convex set, and so there is an affine function l(y) 9 such that (3.5) /(x) = 0, /00<0 foryeV ε . 
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Let now v n (y) = (v(y) -e) + nl(y
It is clear that for each x e ί7 we can choose C = C(x) and a neighborhood U x of x, such that u XiC (x) = w(^c) > Wjc.ci^ij ϊ ^ C^c\{ ^} By [9 
4, Approximation by piecewise functions in pseudoconvex classes.
It is a natural question whether the regularization procedure, described in §2, can be improved so that the approximations u n in Corollary 2.5 become C°°-smooth. The answer is negative in general: in §6 we give an example of an affine pseudoconvex class P on R N , such that C°° Π P is not dense in P in the sense of Corollary 2.5. The next theorem shows that piecewise smooth approximation is possible (and describes also more precisely how an affine pseudoconvex class P is determined by its associated class of matrices Y). 
) hold). Let u e P(U), where U c R N is open. Then, for every compact setKc U there is a sequence (u n )n=\> such that
(i) u n G C(U n ) Π P(U n ), where U n is a neighborhood ofK\ (ii) u n (x)\ u(x), xeK\ (iii) for every x 0 £ U n there are functions such that u n = max(/i,...,/«) near x O Moreover,
functions fj can be chosen in the form l(x) + j(Ax,x), where l(x) is an affine function and AeY (= the order cone of matrices associated to P).
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The theorem is a direct consequence of the technical Lemma 4.3 (another application of this lemma will be given in [12] 9 if there exist a locally finite covering {V n }™ =ι of U and functions υ n G C(V n ), such that {V n } n is a locally finite family of compact subsets of U and
and for every n there are functions /),.
Fι will denote the class of functions that are locally equal to the maximum of several functions of class F.
Fi(U), U c R N 9 consists of use functions u: U -• [-oo,+oc), such that for every compact subset K c U 9 there exist functions u n G F x (n\ήiάK), n= 1,2,..., such that u n {x) \u(x) 9 xeK.
Outline of Proof of Lemma 4.3. The following inclusions, with exception for 1*2 C F3, are obvious.
by the assumptions, we conclude that
Our main task will be to prove that F^ is an affine pseudoconvex class (i.e. axioms (0.1) through (0.9) hold). An affine pseudoconvex class being equal to its own bidual (cf. Theorem 3.9), Eq. (4.7) implies then that FT, = P, which is precisely what is required in Lemma 4.3.
To ease the handling of functions of the class F\, we introduce the following terminology.
N be open and {v n }™ ={ be a sequence of continuous functions υ n : X n -• R. We say that {υ n j is a good family of functions relative to U, if {Xn}%L\ form a locally finite family of compact subsets of U, the sets Int(X w ), n = 1,2,..., form a covering of £/, and for every n and every x e dX n , there exists an index m, such that x e Int(A^m) and v m (x) > v n {x).
The following observations are obvious. Sets Z k being compact, we can choose, for each k, a finite number of points *"*,...,x Λfc+1 -i € Z k9 so that the sets {H x{n) } 9 n k < n < n k + Ϊ9 form a covering of Z k . Then, the sets {^(^(«),^(^:(w)))}^= 1 form a locally finite covering of U. Indeed, let x$ e Z k . If the open ball B(x o ,2-k -2 ) intersects Έ{y 9 r(y)) 9 then dist(y y dU) > l^' 2^b ecause dist(x 0? dU)> 2~k and r{y) < dist(>;, aU). Thus, every ball 5(x, r(x)) intersecting B(XQ, 2~k~2) intersects Z\ U UZ^2, and so the covering {B{x{n),r{x{n)))}™= { is locally finite.
Let now V n = B(x(n),r(x(n))) 9 n = 1,2,...; it follows that the functions (u X ( n )+δ(x(n)))\V n form a good family of functions relative to U (seeing that \J n H x{n) = £/ and u x{n) (y) + δ{x{ή)) > u(y) + ε\y\ 2 for yedV n , by (4.9) and (4.10)). Define affine functions Iniy) = δ{x{n)) + ε\x(n)\ 2 + 2ε(x(n) 9 y) 9 y e R N . By the definition of F 2 (U) (cf. Notation 4.4), for every x e X there is a neighborhood V x , such that u\V x -max(/ 1? .. . 9 
Then^by
f n ( X )), fj G F(V X ).
We apply Lemma 4.7 to the family of functions v x = u\V x . Then, there are a covering \J^= X V n = U and affine functions /", such that {V n } is locally finite in U 9 V n is a compact subset of some V x^ and, if v n := ^( n )|K Λ , then {υ n + ln\Vn}™=\ is a good family of functions relative to U and (4.14)
where ι (x) = max{^(x) + l n {x): x G F w }. Since (υ n + l n )(x) = max(/i +/ Λ ,..., f m (n)+ln)(x) 9 w^ can choose J w G (0, ^J) and functions g\ 9 ... 9 9 by Remark 4.6 (b), and (4.13) holds by (4.14) and (4.15).
Assertion 3. F\ C F 2 .
This follows directly from the definition of F\ (the local finiteness of the covering V n in the definition of a good family of functions is crucial here). The setup is as in Lemma 4.7 and applying the latter we obtain a covering {V n }™ ={ and functions υ n : V n -* i?, / rt , Λ = 1,2,..., with required properties, so that {v n + l n \ V n } is a good family of functions and We will check now that the class F3 satisfies axioms (0.1) through (0.9). Axioms (0.1), (0.3), (0.6) and (0.9) follow directly from properties of F, and axioms (0.5) and (0.8) are implied by Assertion 1. As for (0.2), if U D V and u G Fχ(U) 9 then u e F 2 (U) 9 by Assertion 3. Clearly, u\V e F 2 (V), and so u\V e F 3 (V) 9 by Assertion 2. Hence, Covering K by a finite family of open sets {v x > w*}, where x G S (a finite set), we obtain that u*(y) < υ(y) < φ(y) 9 
y G K, where v(y) = max x6 5^jc(y), y G AT, and υ e Fι(nbhdK). This implies that ueF 3 (U).
It remains to check that F 3 satisfies the sheaf axiom (0.7). If the function u (as in (0.7)) is continuous, then u G F$(U) 9 by Assertion 4. If u G usc(I7) and is locally bounded, consider an arbitrary compact K c U and choose a finite covering {U\ 9 ... 9 U n } of K, such that w| Uj G F 3 (Uj), j = 1,...,«, and F 7 are compact subsets of [/. Choose ε > 0, so that the sets (R L ύ)\Vj G FsiVj), j = l,...,n. Since RLU is a continuous function, we conclude (by the preceding comments or Assertion 4) that
x e V\ U U V n , we get u e F 3 (nbhdK), K c U. Finally, if u e usc(£7) with u\Uj e F$(Uj), consider K c U 9 K compact and choose a bounded function g e F(nbhdK). Then, the functions max(w, g -n), n -1,2,..., are locally in F 3 and are locally bounded, and so, by the above argument, max(w, g -n) e JF3. Since max(w, ^ -n)(x) \ u(x), x e K, we get w E F^IntK). Since ϋΓ is an arbitrary compact set, u G F$(U), as required.
Since i^ = P^, cf. (4.7), and F3 is an affine pseudoconvex class, 2 , x e U.
+ u(x) < v(x) < u{x) + δ + ε\x\
Examples of affine pseudoconvex classes.
In this section we return to classes of subharmonic, ^-convex and #-plurisubharmonic functions, which were briefly discussed in [ In the remainder of this section we will study examples of affine pseudoconvex classes on C" = R 2n . In this setting, it is more convenient to identify the order cone Y associated to P (as in Definition 3.1) with a class of real-homogeneous quadratic forms on C n , rather than with the class of 2n x In real symmetric matrices. Every such form can be uniquely represented as
where H* = H and A τ = A are respectively Hermitian and symmetric complex n x n matrices. Thus, Y can be also identified with a set of such pairs (H,A) where H,A are as in (5.1). We will apply now Lemma 4.3 to get a partial generalization, to classes P q , of the approximation result for the plurisubharmonic function due to Bremermann [2] ; cf. also Gamelin and Sibony [5] . We conjecture that Proposition 5.9 remains true, if the axiom (0.8) is replaced by the weaker localization axiom (1.8) of [9] .
Proof of Proposition 5.9. Assertion 1. If an affine pseudoconvex class P on C n is preserved by composition with biholomorphic maps, then it is complex in the following sense (5.5) whenever u G P(U) and v is pluriharmonic on V,
In other words, we have to show that the class AP (as defined above in Condition (1.1)) contains all pluriharmonic functions. Clearly, AP is an affine pseudoconvex class itself and is preserved by composition with biholomorphic mappings. Let v: V -> R be pluriharmonic and ZQ G V. Since AP satisfies axiom (0.7), it suffices to show that u G P(nbhdzo), ZQ G V. If gradw(zo) φ 0, there exists an analytic function f 0 near z 0 , such that Re^o = u near z 0 and analytic functions f\,... 9 f n , such that Φ(z) = (fo(z) 9 ... 9 f n -ι(z)) is a biholomorphic map on a neighborhood of z 0 . Since (0.8) holds, the function /(z) G Rez t is of class AP, and so u = hΦeAP(nbhdzo).
If gradw(z 0 ) = 0, consider any nonconstant affine function /(z), then grad(w + /) ψ 0 for z near z 0 , and so, by the above argument, (u+l) G ^4P(nbhd z 0 ). Since AP satisfies axiom (0.8) as well, u = (u + /) + (-/) G ^jP(nbhdz 0 ). The assertion is established.
If AQ is a complex symmetric matrix, then υ(z) = Rez Γ^4 o z is a pluriharmonic function; by adding it to the form (5.1) we can modify its antihermitian part at will, which gives the next assertion. Denote by Z the set of complex Hermitian 77, such that (77, 0) G Γ and by Z^ the set of Hermitian matrices with no more than q negative eigenvalues. If W is a nonsingular matrix and H is the complex Hessian of u at some point, then W*HW is the complex Hessian of z -• u{Hz) (at some point), and so
H e Z, if and only if W*HW e Z, for W nonsingular.
In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 5.6, one shows that an order cone Z (relative to the cone of positive definite Hermitian matrices), which satisfies (5.7), must be equal to Z g , for some 0 < q < n -1, and so7 = Ϋ g , cf. (5.2), which concludes the proof. D
We will consider now Gl(C w )-invariant affine pseudoconvex classes on C n . Except for trivial cases, they will not be biholomorphically invariant (and so will not be "complex" in the sense of conditions (5.5)). To avoid excessive complications of linear-algebraic nature, we discuss below classes P, which consist of plurisubharmonic functions. This amounts to the following assumption on the order cone Y associated to P:
then H is positive semi-definite. This is obvious by Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 3.11. We have to review now basic facts on the structure of the forms (5.1) with positive definite H. (Their proofs can be easily produced by the reader, but we do not know the references.)
If H, A are complex n x n matrices and H is Hermitian positive definite and A is symmetric, then there exist non-zero vectors cij, and non-negative numbers kj, j = 0,1,2,..., n -1, such that We can describe now the next example which provides building blocks for the construction of classes Y satisfying (5.8) and (5.9). of smooth functions of class P defined on a neighborhood of B\ xB 2 , in C 5 , such that u n (z 9 w) \ u(z 9 w) 9 (z 9 w) G B x x 2? 2 Without loss of generality, we can assume that functions u n are strictly 2-plurisubharmonic and strongly convex in w on B\ x B 2 It is easy to see that for n large enough (m > ΠQ) 9 functions u n must satisfy condition 6.2. Hence, the assertion applies and we obtain the functions v n (z) = min{u n (z,w): w e B 2 } are 3-plurisubharmonic on Bγ. Clearly, v n (z) \ v(z), z EΪi, and so υ(z) must be 3-plurisubharmonic in Bγ c C 4 , which contradicts (6.1). D is order preserving, if f(x) < f(y) whenever x < y, χ 9 y e U. Define a class of functions P on R N as P -U P(U) 9 where an use function / belongs to P(U) 9 if and only if it is order preserving on each parallelepiped with sides parallel to the coordinate axis. It is clear that axioms (0.1)-(0.7) and (0.9) hold, while (0.8) fails. In contrast, the localization axiom (1.1) holds. To check the latter, it is convenient to look at it from a more general point of view. First, P + P c P 9 and so P = AP, cf. (1.1), therefore P has clearly the separation property (7.1), defined next. Then, the property (1.1) follows immediately from Proposition 7.2. The remainder of the proof is the modification of the argument used in the proof of [9, Lemma A.I] , and so we use the notation and the results of this proof, adding only necessary changes.
Let g G usc(K), and 0 < ε < 1. To prove (1.1), we will construct a function v G AP(nbhdK) and a point XQ, such that ||v||oo < ε ^nd
Let X be a compact subset ofR N , such that K c Int(ΛΓ), and let A = the uniform closure in C(X) of the linear span of C(X)Γ\AP(nbhdX). As noted above, functions from C(X) n^/^nbhdX) separate points of X, and so we can choose a sequence (f n ) c AP(nbhdX) n C(X) 9 such that Cl(sρan{^}) = A. By (7.2), we can assume without loss of generality that ||/ Λ || < e2~n~\ n = 1,2,..., so that 
Let now
V(X) = Σfn{x) + P(x) = D 1 + Vn)fn{x\ * € JT.
Λ=l Λ=l
Clearly, v G ^4. Furthermore, |y π | < ε/2 < 1, and so (1 + y n )fn £ P(nbhd AT), by (7.2), and since the series Y^L{{l+y n )fn is uniformly convergent on X, v G ^^(IntX), cf. [9, Proposition 3.2], and so v G AP(nbhdK). On the other hand, u + p = g + v 9 and so (7.6) implies (7.3) . D REMARK 7.3. In the above proof the translation invariance property (0.9) of P is used only to show that functions in C{K) Π ^P(nbhdK) separate points of K. Once this is known, the rest of the argument is valid for classes P of use functions on a locally compact space M satisfying conditions (1.1)-(1.6) of [9] .
Example 7.1 is somewhat pathological from our point of view, because it does not admit a topology basis consisting of P-regular neighborhoods (cf. Definition 1.4). To exclude situations like in Example 7.1, we consider the following form of separation property, which is, clearly, not shared by Example 7.1, and is stronger than the weak separation property (7.1). One might now update the initial question and ask whether, in the presence of axioms (0.1)-(0.7) and (0.9), the separation property (7.7) implies axiom (0.8). The next example shows that this attempt fails as well. EXAMPLE 7.4. We define a class P of functions on R N by first defining that a C (2) -smooth function f:U-*R belongs to P(U), if |grad/(x)| < trHess/(jc). Next, a use function u: U -> [-oo,+oo) belongs to P 9 if for every compact set K c U, there is a sequence (u n ) G CWp(nbhdK), such that u n {x) \ u{x) 9 
xeK.
One can see easily that P is a convex cone, and so AP = P. Axiom (0.8) fails, while the separation property (7.7) holds. To see the latter, let f a (x) -cosh(a,x), for a,x G R N . It is clear that functions f a , \a\ > 1, and their translates (note, that P is translation invariant) form a set rich enough from which separating function v in the property (7.7) can be always chosen. It remains to show that class P satisfies conditions (0.1)-(0.7), and so is a translation-invariant pseudoconvex class. We omit further details. Problem 7.5. If P is a pseudoconvex class of functions on M, does the separation condition (7.7) imply the existence of a basis consisting of P-regular neighborhoods?
Comments. Example 7.4 indicates that there are natural instances of translation invariant pseudoconvex classes on R N with separation property (7.7) and without property (0.8). A natural question is whether Theorem 3.11 can be generalized to this setting. It turns out that this can be done. We outline here some of the necessary modifications, omitting the details.
The associated class of matrices Y (cf. Definition 3.1) has to be replaced by the set of pairs (a, A) , where a is a vector (corresponding to the gradient) and A is a matrix (corresponding to the Hessian at the same point). Class Y has the following properties: 9 such that for every (-a, A) e Y, A + B is not negative definite), an obvious analog of Theorem 3.11 holds, with the following restriction. Namely, it is not known whether every closed set Y with properties (7.8) and (7.9) corresponds to some translation invariant pseudoconvex class with the separation property (7.7), and if not, what characterizes such sets Y. We omit further details. This terminology is justified by the next proposition. We note that, in general, an order cone does not have to be a cone in the sense of linear structure, i.e. condition (A.3) may fail (although it still holds in the natural examples, cf. §4 above), and typically, it is not a convex set (cf. the same §4). 
